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Notification for pre-Submission seminar in Electroni

The Pre-sr-rbmission seminar in Erecrronics wiil be herd on r5.09.2016 a
in the conffmed department. AII concemed are requested to attend the same.
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Dated: September j,5, 201,6
Members present:

L. Hon,ble Vice_Chancellor:

2. Dean, Faculty of Science:

3. prof. D.p. Bhattacharya:

4. prof. partha Chaudhuri:

5. prof. Radha Raman pal

6. Dr. Subhas Chandra Saha:

7. Dr. Upendranath Nandi:

B. prof. Debnarayan Jana:
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1) The application by Mr' Tilak Narayan Ghosh and dury forwarded by his supervisors datedL2'07'201'5 for the modification of the title of his phD thesis has been considered properrygndapproved by the phD Committee (Electronics), VU. a
2) Mr' Tilak Narayan Ghosh presented his PhD pre-submission seminar in presence of theexperts and others' The experts of the PhD committee (Electronics), VU also examined the phDPre-submission 5000 words report. The presentation as well as the written 5000 words reportboth hatJrbeen critically and widely discussed to fuil satisfaction of the members present in theseminar' AccordinglY' we the undersigned, recommend Mr. Tilak Narayan Ghosh to submit his ,/PhD thesis for necessary evaruation as per existing norms of vU. .

3) The panel of Adjudicators for examining the phD thesis of Mr. Tirak Narayan Ghosh has beenprepared by the phD committee (Erectronics), VU as per the norms of VU. ,/
The list of Adjudicators is to be submitted to the Registrar, VU in a sealed envelope.


